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SKIDDERS

New Cat D Series skidders continue
reliability, durability and productivity traits
®

THE NEW Cat® 545D gives Australian loggers what they have been looking for in a wheel skidder,” said Glen
Slocombe, sales manager for Cat dealer William Adams Pty Ltd. “It has legendary Cat pulling power, an upgraded
cooling system with reversing fan, tilt cab for easy servicing, plus we’ve maintained a Tier 3 emission compliant engine
for our region.”

W

illiam
Adams,
located in Victoria
and Tasmania, has
sold the first 186 kW (250
hp) Cat 545D in Australia.
The new look lineup also
includes the 151 kW (203 hp)
Cat 525D, 168 kW (225 hp)
Cat 535D and the all-new
larger model, the 205 kW
(275 hp) Cat 555D. The D
Series is equipped with the
Cat C7.1 ACERT™ engine,
which delivers more power
than ever before. The engine
in the 525D, 535D and 545D
achieves emission levels
equivalent to U.S. EPA Tier
3/EU Stage IIIA emission
standards, and the engine
in the 555D meets Tier 4
Final/Stage IV emission
standards. The Tier 4 Final
C7.1 engine delivers the
power, while still achieving
the highest levels of total
fluid efficiency, reliability
and durability.
“The D Series out pulls
other skidders and cycle
times are significantly
faster. The operator can
steer, back up and activate
arch, boom and grapple
functions at the same
time. It is also more stable
and nimble and gives a
smoother ride,” Slocombe
said.
The D Series skidder has
a six-speed transmission
with gears more evenly
distributed in the working
zone
to
maximize
efficiency on any terrain.
The
torque
converter

have demonstrated this in
local production studies,”
he added.
The D Series is easy to
maneuver even in dense
woods and slippery or
steep conditions. In normal
operation, all four wheels
move independently. In
poor ground conditions,
the independent front and
rear differential locks can
be engaged separately
for better pulling and
maneuverability. The locks
are hydraulically activated
and can be engaged on the
go.
“The 545D is equipped
with a cooling system
designed for the largest
model. Having this high
capacity system in the
smaller models increases
their fuel efficiency and
productivity, a critical
design element not lost on
Australian loggers who
work through long, hot
summers,” Slocombe noted.
The oversized fan spins at a
slower speed, only as fast as
needed to maintain proper
operating
temperatures,
and automatically reverses
every 20 minutes of run
time to blow out debris
commonly found in local
native harvesting.
The
cross-flow
configuration
and
compartmentalization of
the engine and cooling
system
maximize
efficiency
and
reduce
debris collection. Cool

the cab. This significantly
reduces dust in the cab
and keeps the environment
quiet and cool — something
operators will really notice
over the previous models,”
Slocombe explained.
The Cat Comfort Seat
comes standard in all
models. It swivels 30°
to the right so you can
watch skidder and grapple
operations. In addition
to the usual adjustments
for
position,
armrest
and lumbar support, the
seat can be adjusted to
accommodate height and
weight and ride firmness
preferences
to
reduce
fatigue. The grapple is
controlled through the seatmounted joystick. “You can
hold the grapple in your
hand with your forearm
supported on the armrest,”
Slocombe said.
A
clean
three-piece
front windshield and tall,
wraparound rear windows
give the operator a 360˚
view, including the corners
of the blade and winch
drum.
Tilt the cab for quick
access to the hoses and
harnesses crossing the
centre hitch and to clean
out debris around the
transmission.
Bolt-on
panels around the base
of the cab and removable
steps provide access to
even more components,
including the steering
cylinders.

"A clean three-piece front windshield and tall,
wraparound rear windows give the operator a
360˚ view, including the corners of the
blade and winch drum."
allows the machine to ease
smoothly into a start when
the skidder has a heavy load
in the grapple, and then
the proven lock-up clutch
automatically
engages
and the transmission goes
into direct drive for high
efficiency hauling and up to
15% faster travel speeds in
the same gear. “This gives
us the best of both torque
multiplication during takeoff and acceleration and
then maximum horsepower
to the ground while in
direct drive when you have
momentum on the longer
snigs. This also reduces
powertrain heat and fuel
burn on the return run. We

ambient air is pulled in
from the side — not from
the engine compartment.
Air is exhausted out the
opposite side. This prevents
hot air from circulating and
debris from collecting in
the engine compartment.
The new D Series cab is
roomy, much quieter and
cooler with great visibility,
especially out the back.
Controls for the grapple,
blade and winch are
electrohydraulic. “The cab
is completely sealed. There
are no more hydraulic pilot
lines or harnesses entering
the cab through large
openings; everything is
bulkheaded before entering

Bottom
guards,
including guarding on
the rear axle, protect the
underside. The increased
rigidity of the lower frame
provides extra support
to the bottom guarding
to prevent damage from
riding over stumps and
rocks. In the rear, where
the structure has to stand
up to heavy, swinging and
twisting loads, box section
construction was used in
the frame. The enhanced
center
hitch
features
large dual tapered roller
bearings in both the upper
and lower hitch with 76mm
(3 in.) diameter pins. The
pin-mounted blade in the D

Series is more durable than
the trunnion-mount style
of the C Series. The bolton cutting edge is made
of abrasion-resistant, heattreated steel.
“The
new
Cat
D
Series skidder builds on
Caterpillar’s
reputation
for reliability, durability
and productivity in the
bush since 1971 when
Cat skidders were first
introduced, and we are
really pleased to see many
of the performance and
comfort
improvements
our customers have asked
for incorporated into the
new models,” Slocombe
concluded.

For more information, see your local Cat dealer or visit our website

